Unlock the power of the LinkedIn network with Recruiter, designed specifically for your busy corporate staffing department. You may already be using LinkedIn to locate exceptional candidates you can’t find anywhere else. LinkedIn Recruiter’s robust, exclusive tools will enable you to expand your reach. Now you can search the entire LinkedIn network for top candidates’ names and profiles, organize your workflow and collaborate with your team. With Recruiter your team can boost productivity, fill more positions and eliminate agency spend by beating your competition to the hire.

**GREATEST ACCESS TO MILLIONS OF PASSIVE CANDIDATES**
Search the millions of names and 100% opt-in user-generated profiles in the LinkedIn network with pinpoint accuracy using Recruiter’s powerful search capability. There is no need to spend time building an extensive impersonal network, because Recruiter gives you broad, immediate access from the moment you launch. Find the exact passive candidates you want in the locations you need. Advanced Geo-Search enables you to locate candidates by zip code and distance radius.

Your results will show 1,000 candidate names along with complete profile details. Add notes to selected profiles to consult later or show to team members. Save selected profiles to a clipboard for forwarding to colleagues and hiring managers for immediate feedback.

**SOURCE CANDIDATES FASTER AND ELIMINATE CONTINGENCY FEES**
Every day, Recruiter will automatically rerun selected searches. As new professionals join LinkedIn, you will be proactively alerted to new candidates that fit your requirements. Because Recruiter automates common, repetitive tasks, you can focus more time on communication, confident that Recruiter’s automated searches will not let the perfect candidates slip by. With Recruiter working around the clock for you, your team can fill more positions faster and eliminate contingency spend.

**INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY WITH 60% CANDIDATE RESPONSE RATES**
Reach out directly to your prospects by sending personalized messages via InMail™, LinkedIn’s trusted network communication tool. See your candidate response rate increase to over 60% when you contact candidates via Inmail. Professionals are 30 times more likely to open LinkedIn Inmail than other email, because they view Inmail as originating from a trusted source.

Save time by sending customized InMails to all your prospects at once. When a prospect receives your InMail, it will appear personalized with only his or her name in the salutation. Increase your efficiency by writing an InMail once, then saving it as a template to repurpose for future job broadcasts.
SAVE TIME THROUGH ORGANIZATION & COLLABORATION
Organize your searches and candidate profiles into easy-to-locate Project folders. Once you create a Project to source professionals for an open position or even to build a talent network for future opportunities, Recruiter automatically tracks your Project activity all in one place – communications, job postings, searches and profiles. Easily resume your work and avoid backtracking. When your workflow is organized, you enjoy substantial time savings.

Increase team effectiveness through collaboration. Whether you are in the same office or on opposite ends of the globe, you can see your team members’ saved searches, saved profiles, notes, profile-viewing activity and InMails. This helps prevent needlessly duplicating work or inadvertently contacting the same candidates multiple times. Enhance efficiency while projecting a more unified and professional image to candidates.

You can still maintain the privacy of your personal LinkedIn account, yet toggle back and forth quickly between it and your team’s Recruiter account. Since the interface of your personal account is quite different from that of Recruiter, you will always know where you are.

PROTECT YOUR TEAM THROUGH ACTIVITY AUDITING
A simple menu choice enables you to export your searches to a spreadsheet for auditing purposes. You don’t have to track your own search activity; Recruiter does it for you.

TARGET EXCEPTIONAL ACTIVE CANDIDATES
Included in your Recruiter account are two continuous job slots. As soon as you fill a position, you can use that slot again for another posting. By promoting your jobs on LinkedIn, you can reach millions of potential candidates directly and through referrals.

GAIN A STELLAR SERVICE TEAM THAT HELPS YOU SUCCEED
A Recruiter account provides you with an assigned and dedicated account manager who works with you closely to answer all your concerns. Receive prompt customer service and customizable usage reports that enable easy management tracking. In addition, our expert trainers will help you and your team to maximize your effectiveness through the LinkedIn network and Recruiter’s powerful tools. Take classes either online or onsite.

LINKEDIN CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
Recruiter is only available through LinkedIn Corporate Solutions. LinkedIn Corporate Solutions provides tools and services to corporations that want to leverage the benefits of professional networking across a team, a region or an entire enterprise. Built upon trusted relationships, LinkedIn is the world’s largest professional network.